PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION
it is a curious state of affairs that causes progress in road engineer-
ing and development to move in phases, phases which are not
unconnected with world economic upheavals and with war.
We are aware that the problems of road planning in a com-
paratively small country like Britain are not the same as those in
vast continents like America or Africa. It is true also that we have
a well-established system and variety of roads—some of them dating
back to the days of Telford; in many cases, however, they are
inadequate to withstand modern traffic conditions, yet the whole
represents an enormous capital investment.
The passing of the Transport Act of 1946 involves the better
co-ordination of road and rail traffic than hitherto. The urgent
question of the improvement of our existing roads remains; there
is also the crying need for motor roads to reduce road transport
costs—a factor of great Importance in our national economy, and
the new motorways legislation will enable this type of development
to make progress.
The economies- in road construction and maintenance to be
exercised in the years following the Second World War represejit^-
a passing phase; the road engineer is now required to exercise all
his ingenuity to make improvement^ and to effect maintenance at'
low cost,
The principles of road engineering begun so well by Telford and
Macadam remain, and our need today is to amplify these principles
to meet the requirements of modern traffic.
This revised volqpie has been brought up to date so far as basic
principles and latest practice are concerned; moreover, the latest
American practice as noted by the author after a third tour (over
a period of two decades), has been included. No attempt is made
to describe in great detail such large-scale operations as carpeting
with modem plant, etc.; suffice it to say that the original purpose
of expounding the engineering principles of road-making has been
retained throughout in this third edition, which it is hoped will be
of increasing value to students and to others interested in tlis
branch of Civil Engineering.
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